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Opening Statement … 
 
“Obviously, we are excited. Anytime you have a chance to win a game and advance in this tournament is great. 
I thought Memphis was outstanding tonight, and if you look statistically we were even in a lot of ways. You can 
see why they have won three-straight Conference USA championships. They are a terrific team of possession. 
The goal they scored was a quality goal. For us, we are pleased with the exception of that goal and with the 
exception of one chance they had at the beginning of the second half. After that we were able to step up and 
close down the game.  
 
“In the first half it was all about the Whitney Hooper show. It was just a great setup for the first goal where she 
got in and played it across. Then the other two goals were two incredible efforts. To beat a well-organized, 
talented team like Memphis it is going to take some really good goals and we were fortunate that we got 
Whitney Hooper and that she scored those two and it was a nice way for us to get through the first game of the 
tournament.” 
 
On how important it was to score early … 
 
“Well, it has been an emphasis of ours. We want to get out to a quick start, I know the girls were disappointed 
this past Sunday because our first half was among the worst 45 minutes we have played in a long time. So hats 
off to our players because they had themselves prepared. For coaches we give them some of the same 
information a lot of games but they really took the information and did well with it and established possession 
early on. Katie Hamiltion was a quality target for us to keep possession and it allowed us to spring some of our 
players coming through. For us getting that early goal it was a great way to start off the game because it puts us 
in control with the ability to attack more and it forces Memphis to do more than just their regular game-plan. 
The first half was the Whitney Hooper show and the second half was just Texas A&M just shutting them 
down.” 
 
Texas A&M Defender Emily Peterson  
 
On assisting Whitney Hooper for the second goal of the game … 
 
“We say Whitney Hooper is the fastest kid in the world if you can see that gap, and I saw it. I just tried to play it 
towards the corner and she was there to kick it in.” 
 
Texas A&M Forward Whitney Hooper  
 
On her two goals … 
 
“Well, the first one Katie Hamilton played a wonderful ball through and I saw the keeper coming to the near 
post so I just took it to the far post. The second goal was just me beating players and trying and do ‘Whitney 
Hooper’ I guess, so I just dribbled through and just went straight to goal.” 


